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Switzerland and Wales.

First picture is one from an old trip to Switzerland, 5th July 2019 - a remote valley called
'Vorauen', a lake created for Hydro Electricity by the Swiss, fantastic scenery & friendly
people, the valley is like a fjord, one road in & out. Great walking and very peaceful.
The second,
more recent,
was a very wet
week in early
October at the
Wirral Country
Park
overlooking the
Dee Estuary
towards Wales
when we had
some fantastic
sunsets and
cloud pictures.
Here's one we
called 'a Welsh
Dragon
chasing a
Cloud Monster'
- can you see
it?
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MOTORCARAVANNING AT ITS BEST IN ROMAHOME UNITS.

A Romahome takes
shape.

I am working
on an idea for
an under-bed
door in the liftout section that
goes where the
Luton bit lifts
out, perhaps
plans for it in a
future
publication.
Kind regards,

Janet &
Frank
Price 2314
Editorial and Design by Allan Horne. 01296 428580 Printed by BG PRINTERS 0121 360 5656.

An early Romahome ready for fitting
to a C15.

Soon after the club was formed, a
few lucky members had the
opportunity to visit the Island
Plastics factory to meet the staff,
and see how our Romahomes were
made. Sadly, no more
Romahomes !

We appear on the BBC TV.

Dear Members..
I couldn't resist taking these photos off the
TV. This is from Bake Off's Extra Slice
when Maggie had to leave the show.
The producers included her Romahome on
her leaving cake!

Jacqui Norton

The Romaclub credits BBC’s Bake
Off Extra Slice.

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
Have you ever wondered what would happen if you became unwell at a rally and no one
around you knew who to contact in an emergency? Our membership secretary, Tamara,
came across this suggestion.
An ICE (in case of emergency)
wallet could hold all your
important contacts and medical
needs. They are available online
for a fiver. Failing that, a sealed
envelope marked ICE could hold
all the information needed. We
are recommending that all rally
attendees bring such a thing with
them and ask that organisers of
rallies and meets could keep the
wallets or envelopes safe until the
rally is over. This could be especially important for those of us that travel alone or have
specific medical needs.
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Inside your Review

From Your Editor...........

I think

it was George Brown, when
taking over as Prime Minister,
who was told :-

“Be careful what you wish for ! “
This was the case when I appealed to you all, for
copy for the Review.
Phew ! Did I get some copy—so much so that
I thought I would have to hold some over for the
Spring edition.
But not to worry. With my usual skill, and a few extra
pages, 95% of it made it into this Winter edition of
your favourite club magazine.
The ‘Items to load,’ and the ‘Spring Cleaning' items
will make it next time, together with all the new
epistles that will be heading my way. ( I HOPE. )
Good News.
We now have a website. It is independent, so no
need to sign into any other club, as last year.
Find it on :-w w w . r o m a c l u b . o r g
There is a members only section, which will give details
of your contacts, and all the rallies we hope you will
be arranging over the next few months.
The password will be on your membership card.
The Spring Review will give advice on how to set
something up for a `get together’.
Special thanks go to Steve Nunn,
who set up the website for us.
Our Rally Officer, Susan Johnson, has been busy
making arrangements for next year’s
National / AGM Rally, which moves north to Ripon,
following your vote to move the event
around the country..See page 7 .

Allan.
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Dear Members.
From your Editor.
El. Presidente..
Chair Chat.
Voting Results..
National AGM Rally ‘22.
Times Past.
Irish Rally 2013
P.9. Lives & Loves.
P.10. Round and about..
WoWo.
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P.13. Romatips.
A better use of space.
P.14. Round and About.
Joan and Jan.
P.16. Lives & Loves.
Malcolm’s C15 HyLo.
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P.20. Round and About.
Dave, Sue and Mini.
P.21. Romatips.
P.22. Lives & Loves. C15.
P.23. Lives & Loves.
Outlook problems.
P.24. Dear Members.
P.25. Membership Matters
Renewals, Sales.
P.26. Techtopics.
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Switzerland and Wales.
COPY DEADLINE
We very much welcome your
contributions.
Very final collation date is
10th MARCH
for the
SPRING REVIEW.
Editor, Roma Review,

Hi Romahomers it’s me El Presidente.
I hope you have all stayed safe during this Pandemic.
My health has not changed much fortunately, just
plodding along with the old Parkinson's.
I hope you all had a wonderful time this summer, plenty of Romahoming holidays
rallies etc .
The Club is going from strength to strength thanks to the new committee.
Well done .
This year’s AGM went very well just like the old times.
I really enjoyed it. I hope to see you all at the AGM in 2022.
I hope your vans have not given any trouble and are just as reliable as ever .
I have been in touch with Sarah Bailey, Brian's wife, and Brian is still in a home
but is doing well.
I sent our regards from the Romaclub .
Anyway hope you all have a lovely Christmas and best wishes for the New Year

Bill Steers
President

Your Romaclub committee
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VIEW FROM THE CHAIR
So another year ends and a new one begins.
It would have been nicer if when we confined 2021 to history we could
have sent Covid19 with it.
Sadly that is not the case and as I write this, the signs are that another
wave of infections is ready to hit us. Once more we are having to dig deep into
our reservoir of resilience and patience.
We may be called upon once more, to make sacrifices for the good of the
community, and of course that is what we will do, whether the community is just
your close family, a wider circle of friends and colleagues or the larger
community of society in general.
It is a good time to remember that here in Romaclub we are also a
community. A group of different people from different backgrounds who have
come together with one common bond.
We can support each other in so many ways.
Why not reach out to a fellow member that you know and offer support
and friendship.
Maybe a quick phone call to ask ‘How are you doing?’
Better still, why not think about organising a rally or meet so that we can get
together in 2022.
When Romahomes gather together they are invincible!

Here’s to a better future for us all,
and keep the Romaclub flag flying.
Sheldon Mahn,
Chairman.
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Lives & Loves......

To see more of our club
magazine, why not join the
Romahome Club ?
Membership is just £20.00 per
year.
Details on this website.
Thanks.

Outlook Problems.

I wrote in the last magazine about the leaking roof light that we had on our Outlook.
Since then I have had another couple of problems - they say things come in threes.
After our last trip the van was due for it’s MOT. We checked it all out before taking it
down and it was fine. When I went to collect it, I had the bad news that it failed on the
air bag light being on which was not on when it went in. The garage said they could not
do it and will need an auto electrician and it could be the ECU needs renewing.
I phoned a couple of electricians and left messages. In the mean time I thought I would
look on the Internet to gather some info so that I knew what the electrician might come
up with.
One writer said he was quoted £500 by the local garage and £800 by the main dealer.
(Heart palpitations!) Reading down further, another writer said to try and take the
connections apart that are under the seat and spray it with cleaner. Being under the
seat the connections are clean anyway but I went up and tried it and SURPRISE
SURPRISE the light went out. Re MOT’d and the total cost was ZERO. I was really
pleased and gave myself a pat on the back
We had a week at East Wittering near Winchester (Nice area) and had another week
planned in Derbyshire to put our vintage Sidecar outfit on show at the Crich Tramway
Museum motorcycle day in October as well as our holiday. As we guessed that we
were in for some chilly times, I checked out the Eberspacher heater which I found to be
not working. I checked the fuses which all looked intact, pulled connections apart and
sprayed them all to no avail. I phoned an Eberspacher repair garage and booked it in.
My daughter’s partner suggested the fuses which I said I had done but the next day
I had a better look. Every fuse was checked with a meter and one was found with no
circuit even though the fuse was intact. A new set of fuses were bought as another was
suspect and changed. Tried the heater again - SUCCESS.
Unfortunately, that was not the end of the story. As the week was coming up to the
Crich week, we had the fuel crisis. I tried a few times to get fuel to no avail. We could
not take a chance on getting there and not being able to get fuel as it is about 200 miles
from Kent so had no choice but to cancel everything. Very disappointing.
The only good thing to come from it was the fact that I SORNed it before the end of
September and got some tax back as well as saving a fair bit of money on the holiday.
It was especially disappointing as I had wanted to do Crich for some time and you
never know what next year will bring and if we will get another chance.
Here’s wishing you all a trouble free time with your Romahome.

Dave & Yvonne Johnson. 2163.
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